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revolutionary under-table 
outdoor heating, which produces 
a more effective method for 
controlling core body temperature 
trough infrared heating of the 
extremities leading to greater 
comfort and usability. 
Providing safe heat, in a timeless 
Danish design, these cost 
efficient outdoor heaters brings 
your indoor core comfort outdoors. 
Mensa Heating presenting the 
outdoor

‘‘
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Imus
Is our most compact and portable heater. Whether you are out camping or just enjoying an impromp-tu evening 
on the deck, Imus offers the most environmentally friendly outdoor heating solution. Our unique technology 
stimulates the body’s natural heating system for thorough, soothing heat wherever and whenever you want it.
Imus is our compact, portable new terrace heater that fits comfortably under existing garden furniture for 
instant additional heat. Imus’s innovative heating technology not only ensures maximum comfort long into the 
season - its functional, efficient design makes life easier, cuts expenses,and minimizes harmful emissions.

Large, ugly, expensive, polluting gas patio-heaters are now a thing of the past. No more checking
to see if there’s gas in the canister, no need to drive around trying to find a service station to refill. With Imus, 
when you get a sudden urge to enjoy the outdoor, you simply plug it in, sit back and enjoy.

Imus
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0,55
IP44
Outdoor


Specifications 
Effect (kW)  
IP-classification 
Use area 
SAFE TOUCH    
Designed in Denmark

Innovative heat technology ensures low CO2-emissions. “Imus” is Latin for ‘Underneath’ and was built 
specifically to offer you warmth and comfort wherever you may need it. Imus is the most environmentally 
friendly outdoor heater on the market and generates heat using infrared light waves which are absorbed by the 
body for a deep, lasting warmth. Imus even comes with a simple on/off switch so there is absolutely no exper-
tise needed and no danger involved. Just hassle-free outdoor heat at your fingertips.  

67 cm

20 cm

4003591
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Vireoo  - Professional 
     for cafes and restaurants

Vireoo - Professional
Vireoo – Professional is our 
eco-friendly outdoor heater developed 
and designed specifically for cafes and 
restaurants. Because our heat element 
is integrated into the base of the table, 
soothing heat radiates into the toes 
and up through the rest of the body 
for longer and more comfortable stays.

Eco-friendly warmth creates
longer outdoor seasons
Vireoo is Latin for ’I am green’, which 
is no coincidence as our product truly 
is the most eco-friendly outdoor heater 
on the market. 
Not only does Vireoo produce a fraction 
of the CO2 traditional heaters emit but, 
with its built-in motion sensors, the 
heater only engages when someone’s 
actually occupying the table, so you 
will not needlessly pour money into 
thin air. Furthermore, Vireoo’s table 
integrated design means you can get 
rid of your old cumbersome heaters 
and use the extra space for more 
happy customers.

Lightning fast returns on investment
Vireoo’s technology reduces operating 
costs so dramatically you will feel it 
immediately. By switching to Vireoo from 
a traditional gas heater you’ll reduce 
your running costs several times over, 
(from in excess of Euro 2,07 per hour 
to just Euro 0,08).
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Vireoo Professional Cafe table with integrated electrical powered infrared heat.  
Intended to extend your outdoor season from spring to fall. Vireoo Professional is fi ed 
with sensors, an On/Off switch, Aluminium feet and high temperature plastic tube (heat 
protective). Available in black, white and all RAL colors.

Heat specification
Vireoo is designed to heat 2 persons sitting on each side of the table, using a 0,55 kW short wave 

          infrared heating bulb. The bulb is placed inside the leg of Vireoo, in a bipolar lamp house. 

       Motion Sensor
Vireoo Professional is fitted with motion sensors, which turns the 
     product on/off when people are sitting/leaving the table. 
       The Motion sensor runs on a 3-minute cycle.

    On/Off switch
   Placed on the side of the table leg

          Heat protective grill
       The grill in front of the heating lamp,  

is designed with SAFE TOUCH

            Adjustable feet
         Fitted with adjustable feet, which levels out the table 

when placed on uneven ground, and holes in the feet
        which can be used to prevent theft.

         Ventilation holes
    In the top of Vireoo are ventilation holes which 
keeps Vireoo cooled when in use

           Serial Connection
    Serial connection of up to 5 tables, on a single power outlet, 

              by using serial connector plugs in the bottom of  Vireoo 
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   Weight
   7,5 kg. without tabletop

   Measurements
   55 cm X 70,7 cm

   Power consumption
   0,55 kW 

   Bulb lifttime
5-7.000 hours
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Vireoo  - Professional Specifications 

   Surface finish
   Powder coated 
   (foot and tube) 
   Grill: Chrome   
   IP Rating
   IP44
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Unique space saving design
Large gas heaters take up lots 
of space and may leave 
thermal cracks in overheated 
windows. Vireoo integrates 
our innovative heat 
technology into a sleek, stylish 
café table giving you both a 
more comfortable experience 
and more space in which to 
extend your outdoor 
enjoyment.

Portable and convenient
Polluting, ugly, expensive 
and dangerous gas 
patio-heaters are now a 
thing of the past. Vireoo
requires no preparations. 
Small, lightweight and 
portable - Vireoo offers you 
heat wherever you
want it. Simply plug it in 
and enjoy instant warmth.
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Vireoo Private Cafe table with integrated electrical powered infrared heat.  
Intended to extend your outdoor season from spring to fall. Vireoo Private is fitted with 
an On/Off switch, Aluminium feet and high temperature plastic tube (heat protective). 
Available in black, white and all RAL colors.

Designed to work with the body
Vireoo’s heat source was specially designed to fit below the table, allowing the soothing warmth to 

spread up through the body. In order to maintain warmth for our vital organs our bodies 
automatically react to cold by reducing the flow of blood to our extremities, which is why our        

arms and legs are usually the first places to feel the chill. By making sure that your legs are         
nice and warm, Vireoo allows your body to circulate this warmth evenly and naturally.

    On/Off switch
   Placed on the side of the table leg

          Heat protective grill
        The grill in front of the heating lamp, 
         is designed with SAFE TOUCH

            Adjustable feet
         Fitted with adjustable feet, which levels 
        out the table when placed on uneven ground

         Ventilation holes
    In the top of Vireoo are ventilation holes 
  which keeps Vireoo cooled when in use 1
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   Weight
   7,5 kg without tabletop

   Measurements
   55 cm X 70,7 cm

   Power consumption
   0,55 kW     

Bulb lifetime
5-7000 hours

   Surface finish
   Powder coated 
   (foot and tube) 
   Grill: Chrome   
   IP Rating
   IP44
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Thoughtful
Statio creates a comfortable 
“rest stop”, outside the restaurant. 
Statio can be free standing or 
bolted directly into the tile / subfloor.

Plug and Play
Statio requires no preparation. 
Simply connect the product to 
a power outlet and you have 
instant heat.

Unique design and space saving
The new outdoor heater Statio is built as a standing bar table, that can be bolted to the 
pavement/floor for a stationary position. Statio creates a nice relax station for a short 
outdoor break enjoying a cup of coffee or a drink. With Statio you have an outdoor heater 
that radiates a pleasant heat and at the same time a beautiful standing bar table.
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   Weight
   8 kg without tabletop

   Measurements
   55 cm X 110 cm

   Power consumption 
   0,7 kW

   Bulb lifetime
5-7.000 hours

Statio

   Surface finish
   Powder coated 
  (foot and tube) 
   Grill: Chrome 
   IP Rating
   IP44



Introducing
Mensa Heating introduces Statio, a standing table 
specially designed for restaurants and cafes’ who 
wishes an attractive place for a short outdoor stop. 

The Name
“Statio” is Latin and means, ‘Standing’. It is a 
standing bar table with build in heating which lets 
you comfortably enjoy a quick cup of coffee or a drink. 

Safety
Statio is as every other Mensa Heating product SAFE 
TOUCH. Statio is in other words a save heat source. 

Season Changes
Enjoy the season changing. The outdoor season 
can be extended with several months with the 
outdoor heater Statio. With an innovative 
heating technology it heats the body from below 
using infrared light waves securing the entire body 
a pleasant heat, which makes it a pleasure to be 
outside.

Plug and play 
No preparations, just instant heat. 
Statio is easy to use, just plug it in and you have 
instant heat, compared to traditional gas heaters 
which has a long heat up time. 

From the time you turn on Statio 
you will instantly feel the heat, 
because Statio do not heat up 
the air, but only heats up the 
objects that the infrared light 
waves hits. This means that 
Statio is very economical to
use, and also means that 
you do not need a heat 
master for your outdoor 
heaters. Just plug it in 
and you are ready 
to enjoy the pleasant heat. 
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Accessories

Power Cable
Power cable for Vireoo Professional. The cable is available in dif-
ferent lengths, ensuring that the distance from the power outlet 
to the product is never a problem.   

Cable protectors
Solid rubber cable protectors easily covers wires laying on the 
ground, ensuring that customers don’t accidently trip in wires. 
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Serial cable
Serial cable for Vireoo - Professional allows you to serial connect 
up to 5 products on the same power outlet. Serial Cables can be 
fitted in different lengths.

Danish Design & Engineer work
Our timeless design is created by Mikael Mammen. 
Throughout the design and engineering behind the products, 
it is ensured that our products have a clean line which makes 
the products blend perfectly in with existing furniture. 

Statio
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